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Abstract
Contribution to the investigation on Islamic pentatonic patterns, trying to highlight a multiplicity of points of view.
1. Firstly, I propose a morphogenesis of the Persian style, and give the following applications :
- An analysis of two famous traditional patterns that have yet be studied through different view points. One in Karatay,
Turkey (J. Rigby, [10] P. Cromwell [4]), the other in Maragha, Iran (E. Makovicky [7,8], P.J.Lu and P.J.Steinhardt[6]).
Where we can see that both are basically the same, coming from the same step in the proposed morphogenesis.
- The “X-puzzle”, an application from the first step of our morphogenesis (there will be a workshop at the conference).
2. Then, considerations about the “prototiles” (or “girih tiles”) point of view.
3. Last, a relationship is given between “fundamental” and Persian patterns, through a process of decoration.
Consequently, definition of a new set of prototiles.
All those concepts can be used by designer to create new patterns.
This contribution belongs to a pattern designer point of view, more than to a mathematical or historical point of view.
As Bridges is dedicated to a meeting of Art and Maths, but inherit a scientific format for its publications, please
consider this paper as experimental in the sense that the demonstration is given by images more than by words.

1. A Morphogenesis
Five-fold patterns can be found more frequently in the Eastern part of the Arabic world than in the West, but
the one pictured in Figure 1 can be seen everywhere. We will call it the «fundamental» pentatonic pattern.
A fashionable explanation of Persian-style patterns uses the concept of an underlying isometric network
made of «prototiles» (or «Gerih tiles», coming from the famous «Topkapi Scroll», see [9]). But if a pattern
comes from such a «protopattern», where does this protopattern comes from? Certainly, if the prototile
system was used, it was not the beginning of the story. We must not be amazed by seeing prototiles behind
a pattern that uses the specific Persian tile set T1 shown in Figure 8.1, as this is a necessary consequence.
That is, we have the age old problem of the chicken and the egg.
The amazing thing is the high level of relationship between all those patterns, and the various
approaches possible.

Figure 1: Prelude, the «fundamental pattern», coming from the dance of 10 pentagons. It can also be
seen as made of decorated Penrose rhombi (right part).
Now take a look, for example, at this famous pattern from Karatay (fig. 2):
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Figure 2: A point of view on the pattern from Karatay. This pattern has already been studied by J.Rigby
[10] from another point of view. I have also another analysis that cannot be given in this short paper.
Firstly, get rid of the width of the line (2.2), then consider just a quarter part of the motif (2.3). Now, we
are going to make two more simplifications (2.4, 2.5): remove the tiles inside the big stars, and replace
the tenfold stars at the two opposite corners by more simple tiles. We can now consider the initial Karatay
pattern as just a variation from this basic pattern.
Now, at this point it is noticeable that there is a Penrose small rhumb that matches exactly inside the rectangle
(2.6). Couldn’t we say that the whole pattern is part of a bigger one, made of decorated Penrose rhombi ?
So comes the idea of a morphogenesis : we are going to design a serial of decorated small Penrose rhombi,
from the simplest one (the smaller) to more complex ones. For each solution, we have to pattern -if possiblethe associated large rhomb. At the complexity step n, a couple [VnS (small rhomb), VnL(large rhomb)]
define not only one pattern but a family Vn, because the rhombi can be put together in different arrangements
(periodic or not, see fig.3), and because of the possible local variations.
Rules for the tiles : continuity of the line, all angles multiples of 36°.
In this system, the pattern above belongs to the family V4 (fig.3).
A funny thing is to see that the famous pattern from Maghara belongs to the same family (fig. 5) !
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Figure 3: A morphogenesis. Bottom left, the possible decorations of the “Pentastar”, D.
We call “Pentastar” the star (D) we are starting from. It is centered at the top of a 36° sector. Note that it could
be rotated by 18°, giving way to an other family that cannot be include in this short paper...
At the step 2 we have two solutions, V2L and V2L1, for the large rhomb. So, two families of patterns, V2
made of V2S and V2L, and V2.1 made of V2S and V2L1.
Of course, it is easier to set up the rhombi together when the edges are patterned in a symmetric way.
But, what about V0 ? Back to it later (fig. 7)...

Figure 4: Structures. 1-4 needs symmetric edges. 1-6 are periodic or radial. 7-8: towards non periodicity.

Application 1, from the family V4: Analysis of two famous traditional patterns
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Figure 5: Pattern from the V4 generation. Into the rectangular window (A) is the structure of the Karatay
pattern (1/4 panel, see more in fig.2) and of the Maragha one as well. Bottom: In another view point,
Maragha pattern can be considered as coming from a decorated fundamental pattern (see fig. 8.4).

Application 2, from the family V0: The “X-Puzzle”
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Figure 6: This puzzle is made from the two Penrose rhombi decorated with two X-shaped lines, XL and XS,
coming from the V0 generation (fig. 3). Bottom-left, the impossible arrangements (the lines are broken).
Because each angle is a multiple of 36°, we note 1 for 36°, 3 for 72°, etc... In gray, the complete set of tiles
drawn by the X-lines. Let “X-Pattern” be the pattern drawn by the X-lines when the X-tiles are put together.

Figure 7. Top: The Penrose Pattern and the X-Pattern are topologically dual.
Bottom: Application of the self-similarity property by a deflation process.

2. Tiles, Prototiles and “Meta Pattern”
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Figure 8.1: The set of Persian style tiles, T1 . 2: Where the tiles 8,9,12 are coming from. 3: The
associated set of prototiles P1 (Number 7, from Cromwell, is not used in this paper). 4: “Meta-tiles”
T2, decorated by tiles from T1, and 5: associated set of prototiles P2 (In most cases, we just need 1-4).
Prototiles, (or “Gerih tiles”, see [4], [6]) are decorated polygons composing an isometric underlying network.
The lines drawn from the middle point of each edge of the polygons makes an angle of 72° in P1, 36° in P2.
Any pattern made from the set T1 can be seen as made from prototiles (no room enough here for demonstration).
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Figure 9: Example of a pattern using the tiles 1,6,8,12, coming from a variation of V2L1 (fig. 3), and
the associated network of prototiles P1. If we substitute P2 to P1, we are getting the fundamental
pattern (fig. 1). The same thing occurs if we apply Hankin’s technique (see [5]).
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Figure 10: Variations and relationship from Persian pattern T1, fundamental pattern T2, prototiles P1
and P2, X-puzzle XX and Penrose rhombi structure (Dotted lines). Not full exhaustive.

Figure 11: A free application of those concepts.

Conclusion
The human mind yearns for a single all encompassing explanation. Hopefully, the world is more rich and
complex than any one theory. Concerning the patterns, I have tried here to demonstrate that they cannot be
encapsulated by one explanation or point of view. They travel through different theories, styles, countries
and ages. Andalousian, Arabic, Persian, the patterns don’t care about any border : they are flying.
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